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I. Overview 

 

Across the nation, communities of all kinds have been grappling 
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Sangerôs time, in the possibility of improving the human population through controlled or 

selective breeding) and her alleged racism.   

 

To give the Chatham community an opportunity to discuss these important issues in an open 

forum, the Black Student Union, Chatham Student Government, and Chatham Universityôs 

Womenôs Institute hosted a symposium on Margaret Sanger in October 2016.  Panelists at 

the symposium included: Dr. Merrian Brooks, a physician then with UPMCôs Childrenôs 

Hospital; Dr. Ellen Chesler, author of the seminal biography of Margaret Sanger; and Dr. 

Lisa Tetrault, a CMU professor and author of Memory and the Womenôs Suffrage 

Movement. 

 

Afterwards, as calls emerged to rename Sanger Hall, and as controversies surrounding the 

naming of monuments and facilities continued to roil campuses and communities across the 

country, President Finegold charged Chatham Universityôs Diversity and Inclusion Council 

(DIC) with establishing a set a principles to guide Chatham in deciding whether to remove or 

rename a historic name from a building or space on Chatham property.   

 

The DIC modelled its proposed Procedures for Consideration of Renaming and/or Name 

Removal of Campus Properties (the Procedures) on procedures adopted by other higher 

education institutions reviewing naming issues, especially the policy adopted by Yale 

University in reviewing the naming of Calhoun College. Among other things, the Procedures 

the DIC recommended specified four principles to be considered when reviewing requests to 

remove a name from or rename campus property:  

 

¶ Is the principal legacy of the namesake/benefactor fundamentally at odds with 

the non-discrimination policy of the University? 

Chatham University - Non-Discrimination Policy 

Equal opportunity and affirmative action are integral to employment and education at 

Chatham University because we recognize that the University's present and future 

strength is based primarily on people and their skills, experience, and potential to 

develop, no matter what their race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, national 

origin, age disability, veteran status, marital status, or any other legally protected 
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CCRM, identified its members, and shared its charges. He invited members of the 
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School) spoke with 
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planted by individuals and groups seeking to undermine what she accomplished for 

womenôs reproductive rights, to overturn Roe v. Wade, to 

https://www.politifact.com/new-hampshire/statements/2015/oct/05/ben-carson/did-margaret-sanger-believe-african-americans-shou/
https://www.politifact.com/new-hampshire/statements/2015/oct/05/ben-carson/did-margaret-sanger-believe-african-americans-shou/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/margaret-sanger-kkk/
https://harvardmagazine.com/2016/03/harvards-eugenics-era
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United Statesò to groups (Institute of American Government, Daughters of the 

American Revolution, League of Women Voters) in the Cincinnati area. 

Contemporaneous newspaper articles reported that in her speech to the Institute of 

American Government (1925) she ñexpressed her belief in the soundness of the 

restricted immigration law,ò and in her speech to the League of Women Voters 

(1927) she called for extending the naturalization period to allow more time for new 

immigrants to gain a better appreciation of the Constitution and the United States. 

   

The Committee agreed that application of the renaming principles to the evidence 

available did not support renaming The Jennie DeVore Room. However, there was not 

consensus on whether educational or contextualization material should be placed in 

the DeVore Room as the Committee recommended in the case of Sanger Hall.   

 

On one hand, some members point to Dr. Moultrieôs concept of ñflawed heroesò and 

to her premise that full understanding of people requires acknowledging their flaws 

along with the good they did. These members believe that Jennie DeVoreôs derogatory 

statement about immigrants and her support of the restrictive immigration laws of her 

time are flaws that are inconsistent with Chathamôs present values of inclusion and 

respect for diversity, and therefore must be called out (or ñcalled inò in Dr. Moultrieôs 

term). As in the case of Margaret Sanger, they would recommend that Chatham place 

appropriate educational or contextual material in the DeVore Room, noting Ms. 

DeVoreôs important contributions to PCW as well as her derogatory statement about 

immigrants and her support of restrictive immigration law (even though they were 

made long after she left PCW).   

 

On the other hand, some members observe that, apart from one derogatory reference 

to immigrants, the evidence consists mostly of articles reporting that Ms. DeVore, in 

her capacity as a scholar of the Constitution, gave several speeches supporting the 

restrictive federal immigration law of the time and urging that the naturalization 

period be extended to allow new immigrants to better appreciate the Constitution and 

their new country. People can agree or disagree with Ms. DeVoreôs position on 

immigration law and policies, just as 
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¶ does not acknowledge Sangerôs principal legacy, a legacy that is in keeping 

with Chathamôs mission and values, and the considerable good she did in her 

life; 

¶ eliminates an opportunity to use her legacy and her flaws as an educational 

opportunity around both reproductive rights and eugenics; 

¶ could associate Chatham with those who seek to denigrate Sanger as part of 

their effort to roll back womenôs reproductive rights and womenôs rights in 

general ï efforts which are anathema to Chathamôs historic commitment to 

women, womenôs leadership, and womenôs empowerment; 

¶ would require Chatham to give back the substantial monetary gift to the 

original donor; and 

¶ might dissuade future donors to give to Chatham. 

 

Option 3 ï Retain Margaret Sangerôs Name But Treat as an Educational or Learning 

Opportunity 

 

Those supporting Option 3 believe that Sangerôs name should be retained in Sanger 

Hall, but the naming issue should be used as a learning opportunity for the Chatham 

community through (i) the placement of explanatory text or contextualization at 

Sanger Hall, summarizing her achievements as an advocate for womenôs reproductive 

rights, along with an explanation of the eugenics movement, including an explicit 

disavowal of Sangerôs support of eugenics and ableism; and (ii) use of the Sanger 

Hall issue (and similar issues at other higher education institutions and communities 

around the country) in the Chatham curriculum and in other curricular and co-

curricular settings, such as Diversity Dialogues.   

 

Those supporting Option 3 believe that the Planned Parenthood 100th Anniversary 

document referenced in Section C of the CCRMôs Report should serve as a model for 

how Chatham might celebrate Sangerôs considerable accomplishments while 

recognizing and disavowing those elements of her past (eugenics, ableism) which 

Chatham University and the Chatham community cannot condone.  It was thought 

that Option 3 best acknowledges Sangerôs positive principal legacy while presenting 

an opportunity for Chatham to acknowledge and disavow the negative elements of her 

past; and presents a learning opportunity for the Chatham community now and in the 

future. 

 

Those supporting Option 3 would incorporate two suggestions raised by Chatham 

students and included in Senate Bill No. 2019-03 (Attachment C): remove and do not 

replace the bust of Margaret Sanger that is in the vitrine in the foyer outside the 

Lecture Hall, but retain the text stenciled on the wall above and below the bust (which 

would keep the University compliant with the terms of the original gift agreement); 

and, for the purposes of studentsô course listings and location references for other 

student meetings and events, refer to Margaret Sanger Lecture Hall by its actual room 

number in Coolidge Hall ï C-134. 







http://president.yale.edu/sites/default/files/files/CEPR_FINAL_12-2-16.pdf
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If a renaming or name removal question warrants further review, the President will appoint 

an advisor or advisors who have relevant knowledge and expertise to advise the President and 

the Board of Trustees on the question.  The advisor(s) will consider the renaming and/or removal 

question by applying the Renaming and Removal Principles and may obtain expert advice and 

consultation, solicit appropriate input from the University community, require the applicant to 

present additional evidence (historical or otherwise), and conduct research and fact-

finding.  Upon completion of this review, the advisor or group of advisors will submit to the 

President a report and recommendation.  Advisors may include member from the Diversity & 

Inclusion Council, members of the Presidentôs Cabinet, or others as deemed by the President. 

 

The President will transmit the report and recommendation to the Board of Trustees, which 

will review the matter and make a final decision.  

 

If a renaming or removal is recommended, Chatham will seek to engage the original donor 

and/or descendants to offer the opportunity to select another namesake prior to removal. If the 

naming was not tied to a direct donation (but was made in honor or memory of an individual), 

Chatham Advancement staff will research the background and context of the naming and 

recommend if any outreach to descendants of the name in question is warranted prior to removal.   

 

After a renaming and/or name removal has been considered under this process, it will not be 

considered again absent a material change in known facts and circumstances. 
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Appendix B 

 

G ï Gifts for Buildings and Naming Spaces on Campus 

 

Gifts for Buildings and Naming Spaces on Campus:  Gifts which are designated for construction 

or renovation of a particular facility or space will be accepted by the University only if the 

construction or renovation has been approved and is regarded as a priority of the institution.  In 

the absence of specific campaigns for building construction or renovation, all such gifts shall be 

referred to the [Gifts] Committee.  

 

All spaces on the Chatham University campuses which are designated in memory or in honor of 

an individual/s or institution must be approved by the Board of Trustees. Chatham reserves the 
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Appendix C 

 

SENATE BILL №. 2019-03  

  

“ALTERNATIVE FOR SANGER HALL”  

CO-SPONSORS; Black Student Union (BSU), Chatham Student Government (CSG), Chatham  
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